Stuck at home on a cold day?
Why not have a Victorian Tea Party?

Invite your favorite dolls and stuffed animals.

Be sure to tell them what time the party will start! Use our invitation template if you would like. Draw an inviting picture at the top matching the theme of your party.

Prepare (with adult assistance):

**Drinks:** If you don’t like tea, you can substitute hot chocolate or any other drink

**Snacks:** Something sweet but not too messy is best!

You may want to make some butter for your party (see our “Recipe” section).

*TIP* Homemade butter goes very nicely on salty crackers

**Dishes:** Pick out the cups, plates, and so on that you will be using

**Table settings:** Set a table for the party. Don’t forget decorations!

The Party

Welcome your guests and show them where to sit

Serve them the drinks and snacks that you prepared (make sure everyone gets some!)

Eat, talk & enjoy!

Make a fan (see instructions)

Decorate your own tea set or complete the word search

Try out one of the games from our “Games” section

*Remember* People at a Victorian Tea Party were **always** on their best behavior!

MUSEUM OF EARLY TRADES & CRAFTS